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DDoS attack on the Root DNS 

Peak of 35+ Gb/s 
5 million queries/sec 
Impact was moderate 

Thanks to the redundancy of the whole system

The Nov. 30 Event



The Root DNS

section observation

§2.2 design choices under stress are withdraw or absorb;
best depends on attackers vs. capacity per catchment

§3.1 event was at likely 35Gb/s (50Mq/s, an upper bound),
resulting in 150Gb/s reply tra�c

§3.2 letters saw minimal to severe loss (1% to 95%)
§3.3 loss was not uniform across each letter’s anycast sites;

overall loss does not predict user-observed loss at sites
§3.4 some users “flip” to other sites;

others stick to sometimes overloaded sites
§3.5 at some sites, some servers su↵ered disproportionately
§3.6 some collateral damage occurred to co-located services

not directly under attack

Table 1: Key observations in this paper.

providing a service that adapts to DDoS attacks (such
as Akamai [28], Cloudflare, and others). Yet the specific
impact of DDoS on real infrastructure has not widely
been reported, often because commercial infrastructure
is proprietary.

The DNS is a common service, and the root servers
are a fundamental, high-profile, and publicly visible ser-
vice that have been subject to DoS attacks in the past.
As a public service, they are monitored [45] and strive
to self-report their performance. Perhaps unique among
many large services, the Root DNS service is operated
by 12 di↵erent organizations, with di↵erent implemen-
tations and infrastructure. Although the internals of
each implementation are not public, some details (such
as the number of anycast sites) are.

To evaluate the e↵ects of DoS attacks on real-world
infrastructure, we analyze two specific events: the Root
DNS events of Nov. and Dec. 2015 (see §2.3 for dis-
cussion and references). We investigate how the DDoS
attack a↵ected reachability and performance of the any-
cast deployments. This paper is the first to explore
the response of real infrastructure across several levels,
from specific anycast services (§3.2), physical sites of
those services (§3.3), and of individual servers (§3.5).
An important consequence of high load on sites is rout-
ing changes, as users“flip” from one site to another after
a site becomes overloaded (§3.4). Table 1 summarizes
our key observations from these studies.

Although we consider only two specific events, we ex-
plore their e↵ects on 13 di↵erent DNS deployments of
varying size and capacity. From the considerable varia-
tion in response across these deployments we identify a
set of potential responses, first in theory (§2.2) and then
in practice (§3). Exploration of additional attacks, and
of the interplay of IP anycast and site select at other
layers (for example, in Bing [15]) is future work.

The main contribution of this paper is the first eval-

uation of several IP anycast services under stress with

public data. Anycast is in wide use and commercial op-
erators have been subject to repeated attacks, some of
which have been reported [42, 43, 49, 58, 17, 50, 4],
but the details of those attacks are often withheld as
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Figure 1: Root DNS structure, terminology, and mech-
anisms in use at each level.

proprietary. We demonstrate that in large anycast in-
stances, site failures can occur even if the service as a
whole continues to operate. Anycast can both absorb

attack tra�c inside sites, and also withdraw routes to
shift both good and bad tra�c to other sites. We ex-
plore these policy choices in the context of a real-world
attack, and show that site flips do not necessarily help

when the new site is also overloaded, or when the shift of
tra�c overloads it. Finally, we show evidence of collat-
eral damage (§3.6) on services near the attacks. These
results and policies can be used by anycast operators to
guide management of their infrastructure. Finally, the
challenges we show suggest potential future research in
improving routing adaptation under stress and provi-
sioning anycast to tolerate attacks.

2. BACKGROUND AND DATASETS
Before studying anycast services under attack, we

first summarize how IP anycast works. We describe
the events a↵ecting the Root DNS service on Nov. 30
and Dec. 1, 2015, and the datasets we use to study these
events.

2.1 Anycast Background and Terminol-
ogy

We next briefly review how IP anycast and the Root
DNS service works. The Root DNS service is imple-
mented with several mechanisms operating at di↵erent
levels (Figure 1): a root.hints file to bootstrap, mul-
tiple IP services, often anycast; BGP routing in each
anycast server; and often multiple servers at each site.

The Root DNS is implemented by 13 separate DNS
services (Table 2), each running on a di↵erent IP ad-
dress, but sharing a common master data source. These
are called the 13 DNS Root Letter Services (or just the
“Root Letters” for short), since each is assigned a letter
from A to M and identified as<letter>.root-servers.net.
The letters are operated by 12 independent organiza-
tions (Verisign operates both A and J), and each letter
has a di↵erent architecture, an intentional diversity de-
signed to provide robustness. This diversity happens
to provide a rich natural environment that allows us to
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proprietary. We demonstrate that in large anycast in-
stances, site failures can occur even if the service as a
whole continues to operate. Anycast can both absorb

attack tra�c inside sites, and also withdraw routes to
shift both good and bad tra�c to other sites. We ex-
plore these policy choices in the context of a real-world
attack, and show that site flips do not necessarily help

when the new site is also overloaded, or when the shift of
tra�c overloads it. Finally, we show evidence of collat-
eral damage (§3.6) on services near the attacks. These
results and policies can be used by anycast operators to
guide management of their infrastructure. Finally, the
challenges we show suggest potential future research in
improving routing adaptation under stress and provi-
sioning anycast to tolerate attacks.

2. BACKGROUND AND DATASETS
Before studying anycast services under attack, we

first summarize how IP anycast works. We describe
the events a↵ecting the Root DNS service on Nov. 30
and Dec. 1, 2015, and the datasets we use to study these
events.

2.1 Anycast Background and Terminol-
ogy

We next briefly review how IP anycast and the Root
DNS service works. The Root DNS service is imple-
mented with several mechanisms operating at di↵erent
levels (Figure 1): a root.hints file to bootstrap, mul-
tiple IP services, often anycast; BGP routing in each
anycast server; and often multiple servers at each site.

The Root DNS is implemented by 13 separate DNS
services (Table 2), each running on a di↵erent IP ad-
dress, but sharing a common master data source. These
are called the 13 DNS Root Letter Services (or just the
“Root Letters” for short), since each is assigned a letter
from A to M and identified as<letter>.root-servers.net.
The letters are operated by 12 independent organiza-
tions (Verisign operates both A and J), and each letter
has a di↵erent architecture, an intentional diversity de-
signed to provide robustness. This diversity happens
to provide a rich natural environment that allows us to

Horizontal distribution
Multiple letters 
Multiple operators
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proprietary. We demonstrate that in large anycast in-
stances, site failures can occur even if the service as a
whole continues to operate. Anycast can both absorb

attack tra�c inside sites, and also withdraw routes to
shift both good and bad tra�c to other sites. We ex-
plore these policy choices in the context of a real-world
attack, and show that site flips do not necessarily help

when the new site is also overloaded, or when the shift of
tra�c overloads it. Finally, we show evidence of collat-
eral damage (§3.6) on services near the attacks. These
results and policies can be used by anycast operators to
guide management of their infrastructure. Finally, the
challenges we show suggest potential future research in
improving routing adaptation under stress and provi-
sioning anycast to tolerate attacks.

2. BACKGROUND AND DATASETS
Before studying anycast services under attack, we
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the events a↵ecting the Root DNS service on Nov. 30
and Dec. 1, 2015, and the datasets we use to study these
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2.1 Anycast Background and Terminol-
ogy

We next briefly review how IP anycast and the Root
DNS service works. The Root DNS service is imple-
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levels (Figure 1): a root.hints file to bootstrap, mul-
tiple IP services, often anycast; BGP routing in each
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The Root DNS is implemented by 13 separate DNS
services (Table 2), each running on a di↵erent IP ad-
dress, but sharing a common master data source. These
are called the 13 DNS Root Letter Services (or just the
“Root Letters” for short), since each is assigned a letter
from A to M and identified as<letter>.root-servers.net.
The letters are operated by 12 independent organiza-
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guide management of their infrastructure. Finally, the
challenges we show suggest potential future research in
improving routing adaptation under stress and provi-
sioning anycast to tolerate attacks.

2. BACKGROUND AND DATASETS
Before studying anycast services under attack, we

first summarize how IP anycast works. We describe
the events a↵ecting the Root DNS service on Nov. 30
and Dec. 1, 2015, and the datasets we use to study these
events.

2.1 Anycast Background and Terminol-
ogy

We next briefly review how IP anycast and the Root
DNS service works. The Root DNS service is imple-
mented with several mechanisms operating at di↵erent
levels (Figure 1): a root.hints file to bootstrap, mul-
tiple IP services, often anycast; BGP routing in each
anycast server; and often multiple servers at each site.

The Root DNS is implemented by 13 separate DNS
services (Table 2), each running on a di↵erent IP ad-
dress, but sharing a common master data source. These
are called the 13 DNS Root Letter Services (or just the
“Root Letters” for short), since each is assigned a letter
from A to M and identified as<letter>.root-servers.net.
The letters are operated by 12 independent organiza-
tions (Verisign operates both A and J), and each letter
has a di↵erent architecture, an intentional diversity de-
signed to provide robustness. This diversity happens
to provide a rich natural environment that allows us to

What was the impact 
at individual sites?
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section observation

§2.2 design choices under stress are withdraw or absorb;
best depends on attackers vs. capacity per catchment

§3.1 event was at likely 35Gb/s (50Mq/s, an upper bound),
resulting in 150Gb/s reply tra�c

§3.2 letters saw minimal to severe loss (1% to 95%)
§3.3 loss was not uniform across each letter’s anycast sites;

overall loss does not predict user-observed loss at sites
§3.4 some users “flip” to other sites;

others stick to sometimes overloaded sites
§3.5 at some sites, some servers su↵ered disproportionately
§3.6 some collateral damage occurred to co-located services

not directly under attack

Table 1: Key observations in this paper.

providing a service that adapts to DDoS attacks (such
as Akamai [28], Cloudflare, and others). Yet the specific
impact of DDoS on real infrastructure has not widely
been reported, often because commercial infrastructure
is proprietary.

The DNS is a common service, and the root servers
are a fundamental, high-profile, and publicly visible ser-
vice that have been subject to DoS attacks in the past.
As a public service, they are monitored [45] and strive
to self-report their performance. Perhaps unique among
many large services, the Root DNS service is operated
by 12 di↵erent organizations, with di↵erent implemen-
tations and infrastructure. Although the internals of
each implementation are not public, some details (such
as the number of anycast sites) are.

To evaluate the e↵ects of DoS attacks on real-world
infrastructure, we analyze two specific events: the Root
DNS events of Nov. and Dec. 2015 (see §2.3 for dis-
cussion and references). We investigate how the DDoS
attack a↵ected reachability and performance of the any-
cast deployments. This paper is the first to explore
the response of real infrastructure across several levels,
from specific anycast services (§3.2), physical sites of
those services (§3.3), and of individual servers (§3.5).
An important consequence of high load on sites is rout-
ing changes, as users“flip” from one site to another after
a site becomes overloaded (§3.4). Table 1 summarizes
our key observations from these studies.

Although we consider only two specific events, we ex-
plore their e↵ects on 13 di↵erent DNS deployments of
varying size and capacity. From the considerable varia-
tion in response across these deployments we identify a
set of potential responses, first in theory (§2.2) and then
in practice (§3). Exploration of additional attacks, and
of the interplay of IP anycast and site select at other
layers (for example, in Bing [15]) is future work.

The main contribution of this paper is the first eval-

uation of several IP anycast services under stress with

public data. Anycast is in wide use and commercial op-
erators have been subject to repeated attacks, some of
which have been reported [42, 43, 49, 58, 17, 50, 4],
but the details of those attacks are often withheld as

(recursive resolver
and its root.hints)

Root letters

(unique IP
anycast addr.)

Sites

(unique location
and BGP route)

Servers

(internal
load balancing)

user

a b c ... k l m

s1 ... s33

r1 ... rn

Figure 1: Root DNS structure, terminology, and mech-
anisms in use at each level.

proprietary. We demonstrate that in large anycast in-
stances, site failures can occur even if the service as a
whole continues to operate. Anycast can both absorb

attack tra�c inside sites, and also withdraw routes to
shift both good and bad tra�c to other sites. We ex-
plore these policy choices in the context of a real-world
attack, and show that site flips do not necessarily help

when the new site is also overloaded, or when the shift of
tra�c overloads it. Finally, we show evidence of collat-
eral damage (§3.6) on services near the attacks. These
results and policies can be used by anycast operators to
guide management of their infrastructure. Finally, the
challenges we show suggest potential future research in
improving routing adaptation under stress and provi-
sioning anycast to tolerate attacks.

2. BACKGROUND AND DATASETS
Before studying anycast services under attack, we

first summarize how IP anycast works. We describe
the events a↵ecting the Root DNS service on Nov. 30
and Dec. 1, 2015, and the datasets we use to study these
events.

2.1 Anycast Background and Terminol-
ogy

We next briefly review how IP anycast and the Root
DNS service works. The Root DNS service is imple-
mented with several mechanisms operating at di↵erent
levels (Figure 1): a root.hints file to bootstrap, mul-
tiple IP services, often anycast; BGP routing in each
anycast server; and often multiple servers at each site.

The Root DNS is implemented by 13 separate DNS
services (Table 2), each running on a di↵erent IP ad-
dress, but sharing a common master data source. These
are called the 13 DNS Root Letter Services (or just the
“Root Letters” for short), since each is assigned a letter
from A to M and identified as<letter>.root-servers.net.
The letters are operated by 12 independent organiza-
tions (Verisign operates both A and J), and each letter
has a di↵erent architecture, an intentional diversity de-
signed to provide robustness. This diversity happens
to provide a rich natural environment that allows us to

What was the impact 
at individual servers?



What was the impact?

Impact at sites may depend... 
... on load balancing 
... on link resource 
... on queuing 

Individual server performance 
and reachability may not reflect 
site-wide situation.
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The Additional Impact
Collateral damage!

D-Root was not targeted... 
... but felt the attack 

Even SIDN (.nl) felt the attack: 
NO traffic in FRA and AMS
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Collateral damage!

D-Root was not targeted... 
... but felt the attack 

Even SIDN (TLD) felt the attack: 
NO traffic in FRA and AMS
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The Root DNS handled the situation quite well... 
... at no time the service was completely unreachable 

Resilience of the Root DNS is not an accident... 
... consequence of fault tolerant design and good engineering! 

True diversity is key to avoid collateral damage

The Lessons Learned



Learn from the Root DNS experiences 

Have in mind the possible very large DDoS attacks when... 
... designing distributed systems 
... improving countermeasures and mitigation strategies 

It does not matter if... 
... someone was showing off 
... someone was testing/scanning the infrastructure 
... someone is learning how to take down the Internet 

It was a big wake up call, this is critical infrastructure! 

Things are escalating pretty fast and apparently we are not fully aware of 
what we are dealing with.

And, What Now?
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